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As it's well known, the imagery of the Tree of Life and Tree of Knowledge, was
stolen from the Pagans. However, the Pagans had a very different outlook on the
interpretation of the myth, including that the Serpent was not considered a
negative or evil force.

The Ancient Greek myth is actually one of the clearest of the surviving myths
simply because it was the least perverted. Such as the Sumerian Tree of Life for
which much info has disappeared or got corrupted.

The Greek Serpent was named Ladon (Greek Λάδων). Ladon is the name of a
river that was born from Gaia (Earth), the mountain from which the Ladon river
flowed was "Penteleia" which relates probably two root words, "PENTE" (which
means Five, such as five elements) and ELEIA which probably comes from the
root Teleia (which means Perfect). The perfected Pentad or Perfect 5. Ladon
literally also relates to Oil which is the Eastern Soma elixir.

The Serpent was called Fire and Water in the ancient texts, as it had both
qualities of fire and of water paradoxically at the same time, since it's comprised
of the Ida (Cold energy) and the Pigala (Heat energy). Due to the fact that Ladon
was born out of the earth, he was called "The Serpent of the Earth" or Cthonic
Serpent (which means Earth Born again).

The jews took this later to call the Serpent a chthonic (earthly) in derogatory
sense and evil animal, and translated this to a curse that the animal would be
crawling on the earth. Later, this curse manifested further in Satan (who is also
represented by the Serpent) to be made "King of the Underworld" or of Hell,
believed by early xian-tards to be the centre of the Earth. "Underworld" simply
means the Base Chakra.

Ladon guards the tree of life and knowledge from intruders and the unworthy.
The Serpent is not evil, quite the contrary. It is only threatening to those who are
of inferior quality as people.

In the original myth, Ladon is always on and around the Tree of Life, protecting it,
which is the Soul. Here is a picture of Ladon defending the tree from Hercules,
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before Hercules was actually attained in power to get the power from the Tree of
Life. Ladon is an immortal Dragon that tests Hercules on if he is powerful enough
to take from the tree. Eventually, Hercules succeeds and takes the apple from the
trees as part of his labors.

Ladon was guarding the Hesperides Tree, which had the Golden Apple.
Hesperides means those of the night, daughters of the night. The night is always
associated with the feminine aspect of the Soul. All of this is happening in the
Garden of the Zeus which as known is directly related to Satan (see the stolen
Garden of Eden and how the Throne of Satan is in Pergamum on the Altar of



Zeus), and these were apples that if eaten, they would create immortality for
anyone who did this. But one had to go through Ladon in order to do this.

Talking about Apples, it's well known the Pythagoreans were meditating on an
apple.

There are two species of the apple. One is the apple that is perfectly round and
in the middle it has a pentacle with a few seeds. This is the "Tree of Life", the
pentacle belonging to Venus, and this shape shows the round of the apple which
is the Egg of Life. Generated from the Middle which is the Pentacle or the symbol
of Satan, the Goat head. The universe is generated from this blueprint of the
Pentacle. Normally, such apples are Green which is the color of Venus,
generative force, and love.

The other species of Apple is the apple which is not round. If you slice this in half
you will see it resembles the human brain, as if you looked at it from above. It
has two Hemispheres and, in the Middle, it has two seeds, in a cavity that is
symbolic of the Pituitary and Pineal Gland. The gap where the seeds are is akin
to the hollow in the middle of the brain. Normally, such apples are the Red
apples, and this is the Tree of Knowledge.

Humanity, as the jewish alien hive admits, ate from the Tree of Knowledge, given
to it by Satan, which started the initial war between the enemy forces against us,
and all of mankind. Satan upgraded our species into species of full
consciousness capability. The enemy alien hive destroyed the second work
which is eating from the Tree of Life and gaining immortality.

We are here to restore and individually and collectively restore humanity to
proper existence as intended by our Creator.
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